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BD economy may grow by 7.80pc in FY20: UN

Growth rate of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Bangladesh may decline to 7.80 per cent in the current fiscal

year (FY20) from 8.10 per cent in the previous fiscal year. Nevertheless, the projected growth rate of Bangladesh

will be the highest in South Asia in 2020, according to the latest report of the United Nations on global economy. It

pointed out that regional GDP growth fell faster than the global average, dropping from 5.6 per cent in 2018 to 3.3

per cent in 2019, but was moderated by strong growth in Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives and Nepal. The report

observed that although global trade disputes and geopolitical tensions have dampened economic growth

elsewhere, Bangladesh, Bhutan and Maldives ‘have taken advantage of significant economic opportunities’

created by the turmoil. The UN WESP 2020, released on Friday, also projected that Bangladesh would face higher

inflation in the current year. Rate of consumer price inflation may reach 5.90 per cent in the current year which

was 5.10 per cent in the previous year, according to the UN estimate. Mentioning the progress in achieving

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the report pointed out that Least Developed Countries (LDCs) collectively

remain far from achieving ‘at least 7 per cent’ GDP growth annually which was spelled out in target 8.1 of SDG. 
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https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/economy/bangladesh/bd-economy-may-grow-by-780pc-in-fy20-un-

1579347315

Customs duty collection Tk 13,031cr short of target in H1

Customs duty collection by the National Board of Revenue fell short by Tk 13,031 crore or 29 per cent of the target

in the first half of the fiscal year 2019-2020 mainly due to higher duty exemption availed by local manufacturers

and decline in import of 20 major products. Import of major items such as motor cycles, goods carrying vehicles

and mobile sets dropped in the period as both local production and assembling of the items increased in the

country following duty benefits offered by the government, officials of the revenue board said. They said that

import under the duty exemption schemes also went up due to progress in implementation of mega projects such

as Padma Bridge and metro rail projects as well as rise in investment in specialised areas, including the economic

zones, in the country. Customs duty wing of the revenue board managed to collect Tk 31,565 crore in the July-

December of FY20 against the target of Tk 44,598 crore for the period, according to the provisional data of the

NBR. Revenue mobilisation in the form of customs duty and other taxes related to international trade, however,

increased by 2.42 per cent in the first six months of FY20 compared with that in the same period of FY19 when the

NBR collected Tk 32,312 crore, the data showed. Businesses availed duty exemption worth Tk 22,328 crore in

July‑December of the current fiscal year, up by Tk 2,333 crore, compared to Tk 19,995 crore availed in the same

period of the last fiscal year. 

https://www.newagebd.net/article/96995/customs-duty-collection-tk-13031cr-short-of-target-in-h1
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Loan rescheduling hits new record 

Banks rescheduled a record amount of defaulted loans in 2019 in their frantic efforts to minimize or, in other

words, to make the ever growing non-performing loans (NPLs) look small. In the year, non-performing loans

amounting to Tk50,434 crore were rescheduled, up 117.29%  from a year earlier, according to the Bangladesh

Bank (BB) data. Banks rescheduled Tk23,210 crore in 2018. But this rising trend of loan rescheduling has failed to

stem the growth of defaulted loans in banks, experts have observed. The NPLs of banks rose by a staggering

Tk3,863.14 crore in three months till September in 2019, taking the amount of stress loan in the banking sector to

Tk1,16,288.31 crore, according to BB data. Under the special policy, defaulters got the opportunity to regularize

their loans for 10 years, including one year’s grace period, at 9% interest rate, just by making 2% down payment.
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Govt borrows from banks at above 9pc, belies its rate stance

The government is borrowing funds from banks at more than 9 per cent interest rates against treasury bills and

bonds, which contradicts its move to force banks to implement 9 per cent lending rate. As per rules, lending to the

government or even against any government guarantee does not create any financial vulnerability to banks as it is

considered risk-free, said Bangladesh Bank officials. The central bank does not include any amount of lending to

the government in banks’ risk weighted assets, meaning that the banks are exempted from keeping any capital

against such borrowing. But, banks’ lending to the private sectors is considered risky as there are always risks of

defaulting, the officials said. The scarcity of funds in the country’s banking sector, caused by lower deposit growth

and high non-performing loans, has forced the government to borrow funds from the banks at above 9 per cent

interest rate against long-term securities, taking the market situation into consideration, said bankers.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/96990/govt-borrows-from-banks-at-above-9pc-belies-its-rate-stance

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2020/01/18/loan-rescheduling-hits-new-record

খারাপ অবস্থায় ১০ ব্াাংক

দেশে সরকারর-দেসরকারর ১০ ে্াাংশকর অেস্থা তুলনামূলক খারাপ। ে্াাংক খাশতর রনয়ন্ত্রক সাংস্থা োাংলাশেে

ে্াাংশকর রেচাশর এই ১০ ে্াাংকশক 'প্রারিক' মাশন রচরিত করা হশয়শে। রেরিন্ন পররসাংখ্ান েলশে, এই ে্াাংকগুশলার

মশয্ কশয়কটির পরররস্থরত অত্ি খারাপ। দেশের ৫৭টি ে্াাংশকর ৩০ জনু, ২০১৯ রিরিক দকন্দ্রীয় ে্াাংশকর

ক্াশমলস দরটিাং দেশক এ তে্ জানা দেশে। প্ররতশেেশনর তে্ অনুযায়ী, ১০টি ে্াাংক প্রারিক অেস্থায় রশয়শে। আর

৯টি ে্াাংশকর অেস্থা 'দমািামুটি িাশলা'। োরক ৩৮টি ে্াাংশকর অেস্থা 'সশিাষজনক'। দকন্দ্রীয় ে্াাংশকর রেচাশর

দেশে 'েক্তিোলী' মাশনর দকাশনা ে্াাংক দনই। আোর এশকোশরই 'অসশিাষজনক' ক্ািােররশত দকাশনা ে্াাংক

পশেরন। ক্াশমলস দরটিাং হশে ে্াাংশকর সামরিক স্বাস্থ্ পররমাশপর মানেণ্ড। ে্াাংশকর মূলযন পয যাপ্ততা, সম্পশের

মান, ে্েস্থাপনা, উপাজযন ক্ষমতা, তারল্ প্রোহ, োজার ঝুুঁ রকর প্ররত সাংশেেনেীলতা- ৬টি সূচশকর অেস্থার রিরিশত

এই দরটিাং রনয যাররত হয়। সূচকগুশলার ইাংশরক্তজ প্ররতেশের আে্াক্ষর রনশয় েটিত 'ক্াশমলস' েেটি েটিত। এই

দরটিাংশয় ৫টি িাে করা হয়।
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দেয়ারোজার সাংকি সমাযাশন নীরতরনয যারকশের রনশয় জরুরর বেিক কশরশেন প্রযানমন্ত্রী দেখ হারসনা। েতকাল

েহৃস্পরতোর েুপুশর প্রযানমন্ত্রীর কায যালশয় এ বেিশক অে য মন্ত্রণালশয়র ঊর্ধ্ যতন কম যকতযারা োোও রেএসইরসর

দচয়ারম্ান ড. এম খায়রুল দহাশসনসহ সাংরিষ্ট নীরতরনয যারকরা উপরস্থত রেশলন। সূত্র জানায়, বেিশক সাংকি

সমাযাশন দেয়ারোজাশরর েরপতন দিকাশত রাষ্ট্রীয় মারলকানাযীন চার ে্াাংক দসানালী, অিণী, জনতা ও রূপালীশক

দেয়ার রকনশত তাৎক্ষরণক রনশেযেনা দেওয়া হয়। এর োইশর প্রারতষ্ঠারনক রেরনশয়াে োোশনার উশে্াে দনওয়ার

রনশেযেনা দেন প্রযানমন্ত্রী। পশর রেশকশলই রাষ্ট্রীয় চার োরণক্তজ্ক ে্াাংশকর এমরডরা বেিক কশর দেয়ারোজাশর

রেরনশয়াে োোশনার দ াষণা রেশয়শেন। দ াষণা দেওয়ার আশে েতকালই অিণী ে্াাংক অিত আি দকাটি িাকার

দেয়ার রকশনশে েশল জানা দেশে। প্রযানমন্ত্রীর কায যালশয় অনুটষ্ঠত বেিক দেশষ েতকাল রেশকশল রনয়ন্ত্রক সাংস্থা

রেএসইরস এক সাংোে রেজ্ঞরপ্তর মায্শম জানায়, দেয়ারোজাশরর উন্নয়শনর লশক্ষ্ প্রযানমন্ত্রীর কায যালশয় একটি

নীরতরনয যারণী সিা অনুটষ্ঠত হশয়শে। আশলাচনার পর স্বল্পশময়ারে কম যসূরচগুশলা অরেলশে োস্তোয়শন সাংরিষ্ট

সাংস্থাগুশলাশক রনশেযেনা দেওয়া হশয়শে।

BTRC makes bulk-SMS content pre-approval mandatory 

The Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC) has made mandatory the pre-approval of the

contents of bulk-SMS on security grounds. Bulk-SMS is mostly used by companies and corporate for business

communication with their clients. BTRC in a notice issued on December 31 last year asked mobile phone operators

that for two months, starting from January 15, all bulk-SMS contents should be vetted by the commission before

circulating. The operators concerned have to apply for content vetting 10 days before the circulation, said the

notice. It also said mobile phone operators would be held liable if any such bulk-SMS is found in circulation

without BTRC vetting. BTRC officials said following request from different law enforcing agencies the commission

made the decision. The officials of the mobile phone companies, however, said the BTRC move to hold operators

responsible was unjustified.

Sunday, January 19, 2020

শেয়ারবাজারর বববিরয়াগ বাড়ারব সরকাবর ব্াাংক

https://bit.ly/38kc6vl

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2020/01/18/btrc-makes-bulk-sms-content-pre-approval-mandatory

Foreign brands want easy tariff rules to expand in Bangladesh 

Many multinational clothing brands, which source billions of dollars of garment items from Bangladesh, have

recently expressed their willingness to open their outlets in the country with a burgeoning economy. To this end, a

good number of foreign companies have contacted Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association

(BGMEA), said Rubana Huq, president of the trade body.  “They view Bangladesh as a very promising country.” 

The rising trend in online shopping, growing disposable income of people and change in shopping pattern have

encouraged the brands to enter Bangladesh, she said. The BGMEA also plans to urge the government to make it

mandatory for all global brands to source all the garment items from the local manufacturers if they want to open

retail outlets here, Huq said.  However, a number of foreign retailers have recently complained that the complex

local tariff structure is holding them back, she said. The French company also said it has to pay 130 per cent

customs duty for many of the garments and shoes it imports, even for those made in Bangladesh. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/foreign-brands-want-easy-tariff-rules-expand-bangladesh-

1855972
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BB allows BASIS members to use co-branded credit cards

Bangladesh Bank (BB) has allowed digital marketing payments through co-branded credit cards for the BASIS

member companies. Payments to Facebook, Google and other social media platforms are now being authorised by

co-branded cards, according to a recent circular issued by the central bank in response to a request from the

Bangladesh Association of Software and Information Services (BASIS). Earlier, the association put forward some

proposals to the BB for allowing such payment method to expand their businesses, said a BASIS statement issued

on Saturday. Thanking the BB for accepting the proposals, BASIS president Syed Almas Kabir said that the

association was working on strengthening the local ICT sector in building Digital Bangladesh. In the process, the

BASIS leaders held meetings with the senior officials of the central bank and 11 commercial banks. The meetings

were informed that there are about 1,000 agencies - big and small - involved in the growing digital marketing

industry. Besides, there are numerous freelancers, production houses, content creators and many others involved

in the sector. The industry employs an estimated 50,000 to 80,000 people, who are constantly creating numerous

digital content and business services, and delivering various digital media services (advertising distribution,

purchasing, advertising technology platform, native content platform etc.).

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/bb-allows-basis-members-to-use-co-branded-credit-

cards-1579361421

Bangladesh Bank underscores branding of local teas

The central bank of Bangladesh has underscored branding of local varieties of tea to access the global market.

“Branding is a vital factor for marketing the product in the international market,” said a report prepared by the

Bangladesh Bank (BB). Titled as ‘Quarterly Review on Tea: July-September FY20’ it added: “Bangladeshi tea is rich

in taste and flavour. To improve the quality of tea, Bangladesh Tea Board has planned to build a Bangladeshi

Brand.” The quarterly report, posted in the central bank’s website recently, also mentioned that in FY19, some

90.68 million kg of tea were produced in the country of which 79.74 million kg was consumed and 0.64 million kg

was exported. Export earnings from tea has increased and stood at US$0.67 million (Tk 56.19 million) in the first

quarter (July-September) of the current fiscal year. It was 18.75 per cent higher than the previous quarter and

2.21 percent lower than the same quarter of the previous fiscal year, added the central bank report. More than 80

per cent of Bangladesh’s tea was exported to USA, UAE and Pakistan.
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US homebuilding hits 13-year high, led by apartments 

Construction of new US housing shot to a 13-year high last month, government data showed Friday, a sign that

homebuilders were racing to catch up with pent-up demand. The surge was led a sudden boom in apartments,

where construction hit its fastest pace in 33 years, according to the Commerce Department figures. The December

jump could support GDP growth in the fourth quarter of 2019 after an extended period in which the housing

sector was a drag on the wider American economy. However permits for new construction -- a sign of housing in

the pipeline and a less erratic indicator -- fell more than expected. Total housing starts jumped 16.9 percent for

the month to 1.6 million units, shattering forecasts to hit the fastest pace since December of 2006. Single-family

starts were also at a post-recession high of 1.1 million units, the speediest pace since June of 2007, while buildings

with five or more units zoomed to their quickest pace since July of 1986.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/us-homebuilding-hits-13-year-high-led-apartments-1855993

Myanmar, China ink dozens of infrastructure project deals

China and Myanmar inked dozens of deals on Saturday to speed up infrastructure projects in the Southeast Asian

nation, as Beijing seeks to cement its hold over a neighbour increasingly isolated by the West. But no major new

projects were agreed during the two-day visit by President Xi Jinping, the first of any Chinese leader in 19 years.

Analysts said Myanmar was generally cautious of investments by Beijing and was also being careful ahead of

elections later this year. Still, Xi and Myanmar leader Aung San Suu Kyi signed 33 agreements shoring up key

projects that are part of the flagship Belt and Road Initiative. They agreed to hasten implementation of the China

Myanmar Economic Corridor, a giant infrastructure scheme worth billions of dollars, with agreements on railways

linking southwestern China to the Indian Ocean, a deep sea-port in conflict-riven Rakhine state, a special economic

zone on the border, and a new city project in the commercial capital of Yangon.

Sunday, January 19, 2020

HSBC toasts business trailblazers 

Seven business groups and one leading non-governmental organisation were crowned at the inaugural HSBC

Business Excellence Awards for their role in promoting the country and contributing to the sustainable growth of

the economy. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation in Bangladesh, one of the world’s largest banking

and financial service organisations, recognised the winners at a programme held at capital’s Radisson Blu Dhaka

Water Garden Hotel. The event was organised in association with the commerce ministry of Bangladesh and the

UK’s Department for International Trade. Commerce Minister Tipu Munshi handed over the crests to the winners.

He went on to credit Bangladesh’s remarkable development to the relentless hard work of the entrepreneurs.

According to an HSBC report – titled The World in 2030 -- Bangladesh will be the biggest mover in the global GDP

rankings: from 42nd to 26th in 2030, the minister said.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/hsbc-toasts-business-trailblazers-1856029

https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/world/asia/myanmar-china-ink-dozens-of-infrastructure-project-

deals-1579349944
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Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
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recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.9 84.9

EUR 94.7 94.7

GBP 110.7 110.7

AUD 58.6 58.6

JPY 0.77 0.77

CAD 65.1 65.1

SEK 8.97 8.97

SGD 63.1 63.1

CNH 12.3 12.3

INR 1.20 1.20

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

15-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.98 5,746

14-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,354

13-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,071

12-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.94 7,097

9-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.73 7,951

8-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.42 7,615

7-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.44 6,929

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Date
Call Money Rate


